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Background: A trial-level surrogate end point for a randomized clinical trial may allow assessment of the relative benefits
of the treatment to be performed at an earlier time point and potentially with a smaller sample size. However, determining
whether an end point is a reliable trial-level surrogate based on results of previous trials is not straightforward. The ques-
tion of trial-level surrogacy is easily confused with the question of individual-level surrogacy, and this confusion can lead to
controversy. A recent example concerns the evaluation of pathologic complete response (pCR) as a surrogate for event-
free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) in early-stage breast cancer.
Materials and methods: The differences between individual-level surrogacy (i.e. for patients receiving a specific
treatment, the surrogate end point predicts the definitive end point) and trial-level surrogacy (the results of the trial for the
surrogate end point predict the results of the trial for the definitive end point) are discussed. Trial-level data used in two
previous meta-analyses evaluating pCR as a trial-level surrogate for EFS and OS were re-analyzed using methods that
appropriately account for the variability in pCR rates as well as the variability in the hazard ratios for EFS and OS.
Results: There is no evidence that pCR is a trial-level surrogate for EFS or OS, nor is there evidence that pCR could be
used reliably to screen out nonpromising agents from further drug development.
Conclusions: At present, neoadjuvant RCTs should continue to follow patients to observe EFS and OS to assess clinic-
al benefit, and they should be designed with sufficient sample size to reliably assess EFS. However, one cannot rule out
the possibility that future meta-analyses involving more trials and in which the patient population or class of treatments is
restricted could suggest the validity of pCR as a trial-level surrogate for EFS or OS in some focused settings.
Key words: breast cancer, pathologic complete response, surrogate end point, trial-level surrogate end point,
randomized clinical trial, screening trials

introduction
Performing a randomized clinical trial (RCT) to assess the clin-
ical benefit of a new adjuvant or neoadjuvant treatment of early-
stage breast cancer requires a large trial and a long time to
observe sufficient numbers of overall survival (OS) or event-free
survival (EFS) events to yield reliable conclusions. If one could
predict OS and EFS results from surrogate outcome results
observed earlier, one could develop new treatments more
quickly and possibly make them available to patients sooner. In
2012, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) distributed
the draft guidance for industry, ‘Pathological complete response
in neoadjuvant treatment of high-risk early-stage breast cancer:
use as an endpoint to support accelerated approval’ [1]; the

guidance was finalized in 2014 [2]. The guidance suggests that a
new neoadjuvant treatment that shows sufficient improvement
in pCR rates over a standard treatment in a RCT could support
FDA accelerated approval. At the time of the release of the draft
guidance, FDA investigators were performing a meta-analysis of
12 neoadjuvant trials, from which they eventually concluded
‘Patients who attain pathological complete response … have
improved survival’ but ‘Our pooled analysis could not validate
pathological complete response as a surrogate endpoint for
improved EFS and OS.’ [3]. A second meta-analysis of 29 trials
conducted by an independent group of investigators reached a
similar conclusion: ‘This meta-regression analysis of 29 hetero-
geneous neoadjuvant trials does not support the use of pCR as a
surrogate endpoint for DFS (disease-free survival) and OS in
patients with breast cancer.’ [4]. A final piece of evidence
obtained from a recently completed phase III trial reported at
the 2014 ASCO Annual Meeting casts further doubt on the
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value of pCR as a surrogate end point; the ALTTO trial, which
compared lapatinib plus trastuzumab to trastuzumab as adju-
vant treatment, was reported as not being statistically significant
[hazard ratio (HR) for DFS = 0.84, 97.5% confidence interval
(CI) 0.70–1.02] [5]. This is despite the fact that the NeoALTTO
trial, which compared the same treatments in the neoadjuvant
setting, had shown a large increase in pCR rates with the add-
ition of lapatinib (51.3% versus 29.5%) [6]. (Similar EFS results
to ALTTO were seen in further follow-up of the NeoALTTO
trial [7], but the numbers of events in NeoALTTO were small
because that trial was not designed with sufficient sample size
to reliably assess survival.) Even though the clinical setting was
different (adjuvant instead of neoadjuvant), the impressive
effect on pCR rates in NeoALTTO had led to the hope that the
ALTTO trial would be impressively positive for DFS [8]. The
modest observed HR for DFS in ALTTO and its failure to reach
statistical significance did not meet these high expectations.
Despite the ostensibly negative conclusion about the reliability

of pCR as a surrogate in the meta-analyses and the ALTTO-
NeoALTTO trials, some have argued that pCR remains a useful
end point and ‘should continue to be used as an opportunity to
accelerate evaluation of promising agents’ [9]. This topic has been
the center of a lively debate [8–12]. We believe that, part of the
argument is due to a misunderstanding of terms, in particular,
what is required of pCR to be useful as a drug development tool.
We address this issue in this commentary by first examining the
notions of individual-level versus trial-level surrogacy, and where
pCR fits in this conceptual framework. We follow this by a
detailed re-examination of the evidence in the previously pub-
lished Cortazar and Berruti meta-analyses, with a focus on evalu-
ation of the potential of pCR as a surrogate and/or as a screening
end point. We end with a discussion of our conclusions.

individual-level versus trial-level
surrogate end points
An intermediate end point that can be observed after randomiza-
tion but before the definitive end point is an individual-level surro-
gate if, for patients receiving a given treatment, it reliably predicts
patients who will have relatively good outcomes from those who
will have relatively poor outcomes as reflected by the definitive
end point. An intermediate end point is a trial-level surrogate if
the results of a between-arm comparison of the intermediate end

point reliably predict the eventual results of a between-arm com-
parison of the definitive clinical end point. Individual-level surro-
gacy and trial-level surrogacy are distinct concepts; an end point
can be one and not the other [13, 14] (Figure 1). For example,
consider a candidate surrogate marker (e.g. a tissue marker of
tumor proliferation) that is strongly correlated with the definitive
outcome when patients are given treatment X, and strongly corre-
lated with the definitive outcome when patients are given treat-
ment O. Although this marker would be a good individual-level
surrogate, it is possible that it is a poor trial-level surrogate if, on
average, the treatments X and O are equally effective in terms of
the definitive outcome but treatment O is better than treatment X
in terms of the candidate surrogate outcome (Figure 1B).
Although it is logically possible, how likely is it that pCR is a

poor trial-level surrogate given that it is a reasonable individual-
level surrogate (Figure 2)? It is helpful to consider hypothetical
data again as one can then specify the relationships between the
outcomes: Consider patients treated with a standard neoadjuvant
treatment whose 5-year EFS is 85% or 65% for the 12% or 88% of
the patients who had a pCR or not, respectively (standard treat-
ment in Table 1). The overall EFS for these patients would be
67.4%. Now consider a new treatment that increases the pCR rate
to 24% by achieving pCRs in an additional 12% of the patients
who previously did not have a pCR (treatment 1 in Table 1).
Suppose pCR status completely captures the effect of this new
treatment, so that 5-year EFS for all patients who have a pCR is the
same regardless of the treatment (new or standard) received, and
the 5-year EFS for all patients who do not have a pCR is the same
regardless of the treatment received. (Prentice [15] used this type
of criterion to operationally define what is meant by a surrogate
variable; we shall denote such a variable as a ‘Prentice surrogate’.)
If pCR were a Prentice surrogate, we could calculate that the 5-year
EFS would be 69.8% on treatment 1, better than the standard treat-
ment, but not by a clinically meaningful amount. However, pCR
may not be a Prentice surrogate and the new treatment could also
improve the EFS of the patients who did not have a pCR (and
possibly also the EFS of patients who had a pCR). As a simple
example (treatment 2), suppose that the new treatment, in addition
to increasing the pCR rate to 24%, improves the 5-year EFS of the
remaining 76% of the patients from 65% to 75%, with the 5-year
EFS for patients who experience a pCR remaining at 85%. With
this scenario, the new treatment would be better than the standard
treatment by a clinically meaningful amount with 5-year EFS
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Figure 1. Hypothetical data from a RCT of two treatments (represented by crosses and open circles) with a candidate surrogate end point Z and a definitive
end point Y. (A) Z is both a good individual-level and trial-level surrogate for Y. (B) Z is a good individual-level surrogate for Y (within each treatment, Z and Y
are correlated) but a poor trial-level surrogate for Y (there is no average effect of the treatment on Y but a large average effect on Z). (C) Z is a good trial-level
surrogate but a poor individual-level surrogate for Y within each treatment arm.
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being 77.4%. For a third example (treatment 3), we assume that the
new treatment increases the pCR rate to 24%, but the additional
12% of the patients achieving a pCR do not have 5-year EFS of

85%, but only 75%. Then, the new and control treatments will
have very similar 5-year EFS (68.6% versus 67.4%).
As a final hypothetical example (treatment 4 in Table 1),

suppose that the new treatment increases the pCR rate to 24%
and the 5-year survival of those patients who experience a pCR is
increased to 90%, whereas the 5-year EFS for the 76% who do not
experience a pCR is decreased to 50%; the net result would be an
overall 5-year EFS of 59.6%. Such a scenario could occur if the
mechanisms of action of the standard and new therapies are such
that the new treatment offers better EFS for patients who achieve
a pCR and worse EFS for those who do not. It is even possible
that if the new treatment has additional toxicities over the stand-
ard treatment that may limit some concurrent or subsequent
therapies, then the new treatment could have worse EFS than the
standard treatment even though it improves the pCR rate.
We conclude from these hypothetical examples that just

knowing that pCR is a good individual-level surrogate does not
allow one to predict at the trial level whether an improvement in
pCR rate will translate into a survival difference; a large improve-
ment in pCR rate could result in a small or large survival differ-
ence, or even worse EFS. Therefore, to assess whether pCR is an
appropriate end point in clinical trials to support drug approval,
one needs to evaluate trial-level pCR rates and survival data
across trials, as will be discussed in the next section.

pCR as a trial-level surrogate
We perform a re-analysis of the trial results presented in Cortazar
et al. [3] and Berruti et al. [4] to assess pCR as a trial-level surro-
gate for EFS and OS; the trials in the Cortazar analysis are
included among the trials in the Berruti analysis. Figure 3A and B
displays the associations between trial-level pCR effect [expressed
as an odds ratio (OR)] and EFS effect (expressed as a HR), with
Figure 3C and D presenting pCR and OS trial-level results; the
trial-level data used in these analyses are in supplementary
Appendix, available at Annals of Oncology online. A pattern of
squares clustering around a line with a moderately large negative
slope in these figures would provide evidence for trial-level surro-
gacy. This would indicate that for trials in which the OR for pCR
is large comparing the treatment arms, the HRs for EFS and OS
are small. (HRs are reported as the hazard of the experimental
treatment divided by the hazard of the control treatment, so that
smaller values represent more effective experimental treatments.)
The plots in Figure 3 do not provide evidence to support such a
relationship.
Conclusions from Figure 3 should not be drawn too hastily, as

one needs to consider whether the lack of association could be
due to insufficient amount of data—too few trials or individual
trials that are too small. To help answer this question, one can
use one of the formal models of surrogacy [13]. We use a non-
linear mixed model with measurement error that has been used
previously [14]. To examine the association between the trial-
level pCR OR and the EFS hazard ratio (HREFS), we employ the
model

logðORiÞ ¼ mþmi þ 1i ð1Þ

logðHREFS
i Þ ¼ aþ bðmþmiÞ þ gi þ di ð2Þ

Table 1. Hypothetical 5-year event-free survival (EFS) rates
(stratified by pCR status) for standard treatment and four new
treatments that increase the pCR rates from 12% to 24%

pCR outcome (%) 5-year EFS (%)

Standard treatment
pCR 12 85
No pCR 88 65
Overall – 67.4

New treatment 1
pCR 24 85
No pCR 76 65
Overall 69.8

New treatment 2
pCR 24 85

No pCR 76 75
Overall 77.4

New treatment 3
pCR 24 (85 + 75)/2 = 80
No pCR 76 65
Overall 68.6

New treatment 4
pCR 24 90
No pCR 76 50
Overall 59.6

Bolded numbers represent 5-year EFS for the group as a whole,
regardless of pCR status.
(i) For treatment 1, pCR is a Prentice surrogate.
(ii) For treatment 2, treatment additionally increases 5-year EFS in the
no-pCR group from 65% to 75%.
(iii) For treatment 3, the additional 12% of patients with a pCR have a
75% 5-year DFS, yielding 80% overall 5-year DFS for patients with a
pCR.
(iv) For treatment 4, the 5-year DFS rates are 90% and 50% for the pCR
and no-pCR groups.
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Figure 2. Association between pCR and event-free survival in the CTNeoBC-
pooled analysis (this figure is part of Figure 2 of Cortazar et al. [3]). Permission
obtained.
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where for Equation (1), for trial i, ORi is the observed OR com-
paring pCR for the two treatment arms, µ +mi is the true log
OR for pCR (µ is a fixed effect representing the average log OR
across trials, and mi is a random effect with mean 0 and variance
s2
m representing an effect for trial i), and εi is a random error

with standard deviation equal to the within-trial standard error
of the estimate of the log OR. In Equation (2), HREFS

i is the
observed HR comparing the two treatments arms in trial i. This
equation specifies a linear relationship (with intercept α and
slope β) between the true log HR for EFS (aþ bðmþmiÞ þ gi)
and the true log OR for pCR. Here, gi is a random effect with
mean 0 and standard deviation s2

g that represents how much the
true trial i log HR deviates from the regression line, and δi is a
random error with standard deviation equal to the within-trial
standard error of the estimate of the log HR for EFS for trial i. If
pCR is a good trial-level surrogate for EFS, then β should be
negative and large in absolute value (so that large ORs for pCR
correspond to small HRs for EFS) and s2

g should be small.
These parameters jointly govern the ability of the pCR OR to
predict the EFS HR.
Table 2 presents the parameters estimated for the statistical

model for EFS and pCR for the Cortazar and Berruti trials

(see supplementary Appendix, available at Annals of Oncology
online). For the Cortazar trials, the estimated slope (β) is close
to zero (and positive), reinforcing the lack of association seen in
Figure 3A. For the Berruti trials, the estimated slope is negative
but less than one-standard error away from zero (i.e. far from
being statistically significant). Table 3 uses the parameter esti-
mates in Table 2 to predict the true EFS HR for a new trial based
on its observed pCR results and sample size (see supplementary
Appendix, available at Annals of Oncology online). For example,
suppose a new trial with a sample size of 100 is carried out with

Table 2. Parameters (±standard errors) for nonlinear mixed-effects
model for the association of log HR of EFS and log OR for pCR
based on trials analyzed by Cortazar and Berruti

Parameter Estimate ± standard error

Cortazar trials (10 trials) Berruti trials (23 trials)

β 0.0454 ± 0.1834 −0.1230 ± 0.1505
α −0.1829 ± 0.0805 −0.1072 ± 0.0581
s2
g 0.00743 ± 0.01524 0.00759 ± 0.00932

µ 0.3873 ± 0.1198 0.3057 ± 0.0942
s2
m 0.1119 ± 0.0730 0.1120 ± 0.0610
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Figure 3. Association of trial-level pCR effects (odds ratios) and EFS or OS effects (hazard ratios). (A) EFS, Cortazar trials; (B) EFS, Berruti trials; (C) OS,
Cortazar trials; (D) OS, Berruti trials. Areas of squares are proportional to trial sample sizes and horizontal and vertical line segments represent 95% confidence
intervals for the trial-level odds ratios and hazard ratios, respectively. The trials in the Cortazar analysis are included among the trials in the Berruti analysis.
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observed pCR rates of 20% and 10% in the experimental and
control treatment arms, respectively. Then using the model
parameter estimates from the Cortazar data, we would predict
that the true EFS HR for these treatments is 0.85, with a 95%
prediction interval of (0.67, 1.08). Using the Cortazar data, the
predicted HRs are essentially independent of the pCR results,
with all ∼0.85 (roughly the average observed HR across the 10
trials analyzed). The fact that the average HR is observed to be
less than one may suggest influence of some selection factors in
deciding which trials to conduct or which trials to include in the
meta-analysis, but this provides no evidence for value of pCR as
a surrogate because HRs do not become smaller with increasing-
ly positive pCR results. One may also be interested in predicting
the HR that would be observed for a new trial (rather than the
true HR for the treatments being tested in the new trial). The
prediction based on the pCR rates is the same, but the prediction
intervals are much wider and with the interval widths varying
by the sample size of the trial (see supplementary Table S3,
available at Annals of Oncology online).
The analysis based on the Berruti trial data is more promising

in that the predicted HRs do become smaller as the pCR rates
differ between the treatment arms (bottom panel of Table 3).
However, the association is not large. For example, with a
control treatment with an observed 10% pCR rate, the predicted
EFS HR ranges from 0.87 to 0.85 to 0.84 if the observed pCR
rate is 10%, 20%, or 30% in the experimental treatment arm,
respectively, in a RCT with 100 patients. In addition, the predic-
tion intervals are very wide. For example, even with a 1000
patient trial, the prediction interval for the EFS HR is (0.72,
1.10) if the pCR rates are the same in the treatment arms, and
is (0.56, 1.09) if the pCR rate is tripled in the experimental arm
(30% versus 10%). These analyses indicate that currently
available evidence does not support pCR as a good trial-level
surrogate for EFS. An analogous analysis is presented in supple-
mentary Appendix, available at Annals of Oncology online, for
using pCR as a surrogate for OS (supplementary Tables S4–S6,
available at Annals of Oncology online), and it is seen that
current evidence also does not support pCR as a good trial-level
surrogate for OS.

pCR as an intermediate screening
end point
Frequently, intermediate end points are used to screen new treat-
ments in phase II trials for possible future development in larger
phase III trials. Historically, single-arm trials of single cytotoxic
agents were assessed in patients having metastatic disease, with
objective tumor responses viewed as sufficient phase II evidence of
biologic activity. More recently, randomized phase II trials have
been used to allow for the screening of combinations of a new
agent with a standard agent (which is expected to produce some
responses by itself) or for the screening of agents where beneficial
clinical activity is not necessarily expected to cause tumor
responses (in which case a screening end point like progression-
free survival might be appropriate) [16]. Unlike a surrogate end
point, the purpose of a screening end point is not to recommend
new treatments for the community based on its trial results, but
instead to recommend such treatments for further evaluation in
phase III trials. It is expected that some treatments that show activ-
ity with the screening end point will turn out to not have clinical
benefit when tested in phase III. However, one should be confi-
dent that if a treatment shows no benefit in the screening end
point, then it is very unlikely it would show clinical benefit using a
definitive clinical end point. If this is not the case, good treatments
could be screened out before a definitive evaluation.
We now address whether pCR could be used as a randomized

phase II screening end point. Table 4 presents for the 23 Cortazar/
Berruti trials the trial-level EFS and OS data ordered by the trial-
level OR for pCR, and the one-sided upper 95% CIs for the EFS
and OS HRs. In order to use pCR as a screening variable, one
needs to have a cutoff such that experimental treatments with pCR
ORs (versus control treatments) less than this cutoff are deemed
uninteresting. In general, such a cutoff is somewhat arbitrary (with
a large number of trials one could use statistical methods to
attempt to identify it), but in the present case it would be reason-
able to say that the OR ≤1.25 are small. However, if one elimi-
nated the 12 treatments with pCR ORs ≤1.25, then one would be
eliminating some potentially interesting treatments (studies H, D,
and G). Our conclusion is that the Cortazar/Berruti data do not
support a claim that pCR is a useful screening variable.

discussion
With the results from 23 trials, many of which have relatively
few events, it can be hard to assess a relationship between trial
results for a putative surrogate end point and a definitive end
point. In addition, the data for 13 of the 23 trials presented
in Berruti et al. [4] were based on summary outcome measures
(HRs, OR) extracted from the literature, as opposed to the
summary measures derived from the individual-level data on
the 10 trials analyzed by Cortazar et al. [3]. The latter approach
is preferable for a number of reasons, including the ability to cal-
culate summary measures in a uniform way and to use consist-
ent inclusion/exclusion criteria applied to the trials [17].
However, it is logistically more difficult to obtain individual-
level data from completed trials. In general, collecting more trial
data over time can become problematic because (i) the mechan-
isms of action of the new agents may change over time (so that a
convincing surrogate relationship seen in an old class of agents

Table 3. Predicted true EFS hazard ratio (95% prediction interval)
for a new trial with specified sample size and observed pCR rates
estimated using parameters in Table 2 (Cortazar trial data, top panel;
Berruti trial data, bottom panel)

New trial pCR
results
(experimental
versus control)

Sample size of new trial

100 300 1000

Based on Cortazar trial data
10% versus 10% 0.84 (0.67, 1.07) 0.84 (0.66, 1.07) 0.84 (0.65, 1.08)
20% versus 10% 0.85 (0.67, 1.08) 0.86 (0.67, 1.10) 0.86 (0.65, 1.13)
30% versus 10% 0.86 (0.66, 1.11) 0.87 (0.63, 1.19) 0.88 (0.58, 1.32)
40% versus 20% 0.86 (0.67, 1.10) 0.86 (0.65, 1.15) 0.87 (0.63, 1.20)

Based on Berruti trial data
10% versus 10% 0.87 (0.71, 1.07) 0.88 (0.71, 1.08) 0.89 (0.72, 1.10)
20% versus 10% 0.85 (0.69, 1.05) 0.84 (0.67, 1.05) 0.83 (0.65, 1.04)
30% versus 10% 0.84 (0.67, 1.05) 0.81 (0.62, 1.06) 0.78 (0.56, 1.09)
40% versus 20% 0.84 (0.67, 1.05) 0.82 (0.64, 1.05) 0.81 (0.62, 1.06)
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may not hold for agents in a new class), and (ii) as more effective
second-line and salvage treatments become available, a previ-
ously seen surrogate association with OS may be diminished as
the OS is extended for all patients regardless of the treatments
being assessed in trials [18].
The pCR trial-level data analyzed here fail to provide evidence

that one can confidently recommend a treatment of general clin-
ical use based solely on a positive pCR trial result, or eliminate a
new agent from further drug development based on a negative
trial result for pCR. The possibility remains that by acquiring
more trial data and restricting the patient population or agents
considered that a meaningful association of pCR results with
EFS or OS trial results would be seen. However, in doing so,
there is a risk of finding spurious associations due to multiple
comparisons in many subclasses of agents and subsets of the
population. An appropriate trial-level surrogacy analysis taking
the multiple comparisons into account would be required.
In addition, restrictions on the patient population or agents

considered would mean that pCR surrogacy would be estab-
lished only in these limited circumstances, potentially making it
less useful. Unless and until persuasive evidence can be obtained
to establish the reliability of pCR as a surrogate or screening end
point in some setting, neoadjuvant RCTs should continue to
follow patients to observe definitive long-term end points that
are integral to accepted measures of clinical benefit.
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Table 4. Trial-level results (comparisons between treatment arms)
for 23 treatment-arm comparisons ordered by increasing pCR odds
ratio

Triala pCR odds
ratiob

EFS OS

HRc Upper 95%
CI for HR

HRc Upper 95%
CI for HR

m 0.66 0.90 2.12 1.26 3.63
k 0.68 1.05 1.33 1.01 1.32
i 0.72 0.82 1.11 0.82 1.14
H 0.88 0.69 0.89 0.82 1.23
l 0.93 0.91 1.50 0.67 1.49
C 0.96 0.88 1.15 0.84 1.19
d 1.00 1.18 1.73 1.41 2.31
j 1.02 1.05 1.44 0.76 1.13
A 1.03 1.05 1.36 0.81 1.13
D 1.11 0.84 0.98 0.89 1.10
f 1.23 1.03 1.40 1.19 1.75
G 1.25 0.75 0.91 0.76 1.01
E 1.50 0.87 1.15 0.80 1.17
a 1.53 0.71 1.09 0.89 1.36
b 1.59 0.77 1.26 0.87 1.55
B 2.10 1.12 1.41 1.02 1.40
I 2.17 0.71 0.93 0.69 0.99
F 2.24 0.89 1.04 0.92 1.13
h 2.47 0.97 2.08 0.18 0.85
g 2.94 0.72 1.08 0.64 1.04
c 3.00 0.41 0.90 0.40 2.43
J 3.04 0.67 1.02 0.60 1.09
e 3.17 0.73 1.15 0.77 1.31

aTrial letter designations are given in the supplementary Appendix,
available at Annals of Oncology online. Capital letters represent trials
used in the Cortazar analysis. The inclusion of trials in this table is

described in the supplementary Appendix, available at Annals of
Oncology online.
bAn OR >1 means that the observed pCR rate for the experimental
treatment was higher (better) than for the standard treatment.
cA HR <1 means that the observed EFS for the experimental treatment
was longer (better) than for the standard treatment.
HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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